Edit 1 at 3/22/17 4:05PM : Updated output so that each level is sorted by edge weight

Extract either archive attached and put the assign3testing directory in the same directory as your project.

Then either copy and paste into your terminal, makefile, or execute with a bash script the following code:

```bash
./dijkstra assign3testing/graph_assign3example_1.txt > assign3testing/myoutput/graph_assign3example_1.txt
./dijkstra assign3testing/graph_assign3example_2.txt > assign3testing/myoutput/graph_assign3example_2.txt
./dijkstra assign3testing/graph_whitespace.txt > assign3testing/myoutput/graph_whitespace.txt
./dijkstra assign3testing/graph_empty.txt > assign3testing/myoutput/graph_empty.txt
./dijkstra assign3testing/graph_single.txt > assign3testing/myoutput/graph_single.txt
./dijkstra assign3testing/graph_multiplepaths.txt > assign3testing/myoutput/graph_multiplepaths.txt
./dijkstra assign3testing/graph_multiplevertexdefs.txt > assign3testing/myoutput/graph_multiplevertexdefs.txt
./dijkstra assign3testing/graph_sparce_1.txt > assign3testing/myoutput/graph_sparce_1.txt
./dijkstra assign3testing/graph_sparce_2.txt > assign3testing/myoutput/graph_sparce_2.txt
./dijkstra assign3testing/graph_random_10.txt > assign3testing/myoutput/graph_random_10.txt
./dijkstra assign3testing/graph_random_50.txt > assign3testing/myoutput/graph_random_50.txt
./dijkstra assign3testing/graph_random_200.txt > assign3testing/myoutput/graph_random_200.txt

diff assign3testing/myoutput/graph_assign3example_1.txt assign3testing/output/graph_assign3example_1.txt
diff assign3testing/myoutput/graph_assign3example_2.txt assign3testing/output/graph_assign3example_2.txt
diff assign3testing/myoutput/graph_whitespace.txt assign3testing/output/graph_whitespace.txt
diff assign3testing/myoutput/graph_empty.txt assign3testing/output/graph_empty.txt
diff assign3testing/myoutput/graph_single.txt assign3testing/output/graph_single.txt
diff assign3testing/myoutput/graph_multiplepaths.txt assign3testing/output/graph_multiplepaths.txt
diff assign3testing/myoutput/graph_multiplevertexdefs.txt assign3testing/output/graph_multiplevertexdefs.txt

diff assign3testing/myoutput/graph_sparce_1.txt assign3testing/output/graph_sparce_1.txt
diff assign3testing/myoutput/graph_sparce_2.txt assign3testing/output/graph_sparce_2.txt
diff assign3testing/myoutput/graph_random_10.txt assign3testing/output/graph_random_10.txt
diff assign3testing/myoutput/graph_random_50.txt assign3testing/output/graph_random_50.txt
diff assign3testing/myoutput/graph_random_200.txt assign3testing/output/graph_random_200.txt
```

If it looks like nothing happened, we match.
Nice speed on getting this done! B/c of the hackathon, I wouldn't have gotten testing files out until next Tuesday, so good to see some others tests out there to use. I hope to get this proj. done soon and corroborate your results.